Russia Snow Sheep

The 2019 Snow Sheep Hunting Opportunities will take place in the Magadan Region of Russia. With approximately
2,500,000 acres available to hunt in the
region - with Six Base camped located in
remote mountain areas abundant with
wildlife and trophy game.

To provide for each client’s comfort all camps are well equipped
and have essential means of communication - including satellite
phones, radio transmitters, walkie talkies and signaling devices.
Each Hunt has a personal guide who takes full care of his client.
The guide’s responsibilities include: reconnaissance, assistance in
taking a trophy, carrying a backpack, cooking meals at spike
camp, field trophy preparation and packing. All of our guides are
professional hunters and trappers, are well trained in all hunting
and camping operations at a level comparable with American
standards. They are friendly and sensitive to special needs of the
foreign hunters and are knowledgeable in the regulations and requirements of international trophy hunting.

2019
HOSTED HUNT

Cost:
Yakutsk - $26,500
Okhotsk - $26,500
Kolyma - $26,500

Price Includes: Transportation during the
hunt, including Helicopter, rifle & ammunition permits, export
documentation, licenses, permits, guide, inCurrent flight schedule to reach Magadan is via Moscow or Seoul,
terpreter, cook, trophy
assistance at the Moscow airport is provided during arrival and decare and preparation,
parture.
accommodations and
All hunting begins and ends at the
meals in camp.
Magadan Airport. Clients are met on
Not Included: Flights
arrival and taken directly by helicopto and from Magadan,
ter to the base camp. Travel to each
excess luggage fees,
spike camp is also done by helicoprifle transport fee, hoter and depending on the number of
tels before or after
species hunted, moving from spike camp to spike camp may also
be done by helicopter. Duration of hunt is normally 13 days includ- hunt, passport/visa
fees, trophy shipping,
ing travel to and from base camp - however the more species detips and gratuities.
sired, the longer the hunt will be scheduled.
At the end of the hunt - clients often enjoy a nice in Magadan prior
to embarking on their return flight home.
This Exclusive Hunting Opportunity will allow 2-3 Hunters the
chance to travel with Jay Link on this spectacular adventure!
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